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An ode to living a purposeful, creative life that “touches your heart and your soul” (Deborah

Stephens, coauthor of This Is Not the Life I Ordered).This is a commonplace book for leading

an uncommon life. An uncommon life need not include fame and fortune. To live an uncommon

life is to pay attention, take care of yourself, live large from the heart.The chapters form a to-do

list for living this way: live with intention * walk to the edge * listen hard * play with abandon *

practice wellness * laugh * risk love * continue to learn * appreciate your friends * choose with

no regret * fail with enthusiasm * stand by your family * celebrate the holidays that make sense

* lead or follow a leader * do what you love * live as if this is all there is“A book of healing and

grace.”—Jane Kirkpatrick, author of A Clearing in the Wild



PRAISE FOR LEAN FORWARD INTO YOUR LIFE“I found Lean Forward into Your Life easy to

put down. In fact I would put it down at least 20 times an hour. On every page, Mary Anne

Radmacher holds up a mirror with angles on each side challenging the reader to examine their

thinking and to ask, ‘Are my thought processes presently working for me?’ The reader is asked

to lean forward as if to see his or her own life better, and ponder the risk of introspection. Lean

Forward into Your Life is a must read, if you are willing to scrutinize how you have life figured

out.”—VON HANSEN, NATIONAL SALES TRAINER“I have worked with Mary Anne for three

years and after having read her book can attest that she does indeed ‘lean forward into life’ in

the presence of the inmates she worked with. Mary Ann is a testimony to the concepts she

writes about here. I am fortunate to be associated with her generous heart, spirit, and brilliant

mind. When I read her book, I laughed, I cried, and pondered often. This book has to be taken

in bites. It is too substantial to just breeze through.”—FAY A. GENTLE, TRANSITION

COORDINATOR, OREGON STATE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION“Lean Forward. Or Fall

Forward. Or Stumble Forward. It doesn't matter. Here's the best part: in this gem of a book, life

is not about correct answers. It's all about showing up. Mary Anne's writing is a great invitation

to be present. And to embrace and celebrate the extraordinary in the ordinary.”—TERRY

HERSHEY, AUTHOR OF SACRED NECESSITIES, SOUL GARDENING, AND GO AWAY,

COME CLOSER“As an artist, my work depends on an inspired and creative state of mind, not

always easy to find in this hectic world. While my artistic inspiration comes from nature, I have

found in these pages solace for sad times, strength for times of confusion and doubt, and

laughter to lighten my days.”—SUSAN BOURDET, ARTIST AND WRITER“Some years ago in

Southern California I entered a shop and was drawn to a display of unique cards. The words

were insightful and poetic, the lettering distinctive and artistic. ‘Poetic art,’ I thought and bought

the card for myself. I still have it. It was the first of many Mary Anne cards I have gifted myself

with, as well as those I love. How delightful to discover Mary Anne years later and to become

engaged in her uncommon work and wisdom. Lean Forward into Your Life is not only poetic

art, it is memoir at its most unveiling, wrapped in Mary Anne's gentle guidance for living a fuller,

generous life. This is a book of healing and grace meant to give to one's friends and, yes, to

give as a gift to oneself. Bravo!”—JANE KIRKPATRICK, AUTHOR OF A CLEARING IN THE

WILD AND A LAND OF SHELTERED PROMISEThis edition first published in 2014 by Conari

Press, an imprint ofRed Wheel/Weiser, LLCWith offices at:665 Third Street, Suite 400San

Francisco, CA 94107Sign up for our newsletter and special offers by going to.Copyright ©

2007, 2014.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data available upon requestCover
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tough—for some more than others. My mom always taught me that the true test of your

character is how you react when things are going badly. Beginning at a very young age, I

remember sitting on Mom's bed having hour-long discussions about life, death, and religion.

Mom said that true religion was being true to your family, trying not to hurt anyone, and helping

others as much as you can. I can remember having those discussions at the age of ten. Ten

years later while I was serving in the army and stationed in Italy, my mother was murdered in

her antique shop back home in Hot Springs, Arkansas. I cannot remember dealing with that

grief because I had to be strong for my father.After that horrible tragedy, I established the

attitude that I had had my tragedy of a lifetime and that was it for me. On Memorial Day, May

28, 2001, our seventeen-year-old daughter, Thea Kay Leopoulos, was run off the highway by a

reckless driver careening out of control, and our precious daughter was killed. Less than a year

later, my older brother died of a rare illness. In 2004, my wife's father died on the night of

November 27th, the birthday of our oldest son. The day he was buried, my wife Linda's mother

died from brain cancer. She was buried three days later . . . on Thea's birthday, December 6th.

(And just to add one more note: The day Thea was killed was Linda's brother's birthday.)Many

say that losing a child is the worst thing that can happen. That is true. It blows a hole in your

heart and you are never the same. Many people avoid you. Your life as you knew it is over.

People think that after a time you should get over it. Every day is a struggle to get up and

hopelessness is a feeling you cannot shake. There is nothing you can do to get out of the

nightmare and make things the way they were before.The interesting thing is that those

bedtime chats with my mom on death, life, and religion stuck with me. As parents, Linda and I

taught our children to never give up on their moral values and to always believe in themselves.

Character means to deal with life's adversity by learning from the adversity and to help others

with what we learn. When Thea was killed, there was no choice but to practice what we

preached, for our boys were watching—and so was Thea.Linda and I took Thea's seventeen

years of light and established the THEA Foundation (). The past five years have been nothing

short of amazing. Fifty-five scholarships amounting to over $600,000 have been awarded to

graduating high school seniors in Arkansas for their talents in the visual and performing arts.

We know they will gain the confidence to lean forward into their lives to pursue their

dreams.The thought of leaning forward into life when times are hard seems totally impossible,

even if you want to try. But you know—Mary Anne is right. You can lean forward because you

must in order to survive in a healthy way. In this motivating book, Mary Anne gives example

after example of how she navigated through a difficult childhood and kept on leaning forward

throughout her life to become a bright light in this difficult world. Mary Anne set her own

circumstances into motion—ones that helped her live a positive life. She articulates how she

made the best of a challenging family life by embracing the simple actions of others who gave

her gifts of kindness, friendship, and compassion. Instead of focusing on what she did not

have, Mary Anne learned to build a positive attitude about life from the outward gestures of

love that were shown to her by others. She learned meaningful answers to the meaning of life

and shares her recipe with us in this book. Mary Anne also shares her poetry and personal

journal entries that she kept along the way as a reminder to herself about where she began her

adventure and where she is today.My congratulations to Mary Anne on presenting an

outstanding book of her life's experiences and the lessons she learned, and my gratitude to her



for generously allowing me a “Thea moment.”—Paul LeopoulosLean Forward into Your

LifeLean forward into your life. Indeed. Often I embrace this instruction and put my shoulder to

the moment. But certainly not always. There are times when, if I were to lean forward, all I

would do is fall over. The roots of the word “despair” can be found in old French—a pairing of

“down from” and “to hope”: to fall down from hope. When I am not leaning forward into my life

that is why. Because I am busy falling down from hope. Sometimes the ship of life is pitching so

viciously that the best action I can muster is to just sit down and hang on. The storm subsides.

I stand up. I look around. I lean forward a little.My chiropractor, Dr. Colleen McDonough, was

helping me recover from a moment in which I had rapidly leaned backward. I'd stepped

backward, while walking my dog, into a recessed planting area in the sidewalk. I snapped

something in my back. My doctor was being attentive to the details of my life while working to

correct the problem. “Now how's that writing going?” she asked. “That book you're working on—

what's it called? Fall Forward into Life?”I laughed so hard. The irony of my chiropractor getting

the title of my book so wrong and yet so right, struck me as howlingly funny. When I stopped

laughing I told her the correct title. She observed that I more frequently seem to leap forward

into my life. A running leap, she modified. With your dog along on a leash. Leap. Lean. It's just

one letter difference.A pilot would tell you that a seemingly insignificant lean of a wing will

dramatically alter the direction of the plane. Perhaps if a bird could speak it would share that,

with the right wind, a little ruffle of a feather may change the way of its flight.There are many

reasons you lean forward on any given day. They are all perfect metaphors for this book. When

you're trying to see something better, you lean toward it. When you are listening to someone

and can barely hear, you lean in. When the really exciting part of a basketball game comes,

you lean forward in your seat. When you're trying to catch, to see, to listen to the best bits—you

lean forward.Lean forward into your life . . . catch the best bits and the finest wind. Just tip your

feathers in flight a wee bit and see how dramatically that small lean can change your life.Begin

Each Day As If It Were on PurposeGo to the self-help section of the library. Or bookstore.

There you will find protocols, guides, methods. Ten steps to this. Easy solutions to that. Thirty

ways to hop, skip, and jump to a more successful, thinner, efficient, purposeful, happier

life.This is not that.This book is an invitation. A reflection. A mirror. A set of prompts to help you

remember the questions you want to ask yourself. An intimate portrait of some of my

processes that have allowed me to separate life as it happens to me and life as I choose it.

They are such very different things.So often people discuss purpose as if it were a far off

mountain, difficult to see and even more difficult to climb. Purpose is discussed as if it were the

one thing that we are to ultimately achieve in our life.Jan Johnson, my publisher, has said well

that things are not only “done on purpose, but with a purpose.” I awaken with my purpose. I

bring my purpose to every party. I have the choice of applying my purpose to every set of

events and enthusiasms of my life. My purpose. The unique intention that only I bring.You know

that feeling of being completely energized, which occurs when you are doing something you

absolutely love? That thing that might make others tired, weary, but you could do for hours, and

then get up the next day and do it all over again? That thing probably has a lot to teach you

about your purpose. When people speak of being “in sync,” when things are flowing or a part of

a groove. What they could say, instead, is, “I am acting in complete accordance to my purpose

and it makes everything sing.”Life is the biggest schoolroom there is. Show up. Take notes.

Notice the details so you gain mastery over the skills, talents, and abilities that all comprise

your special purpose. Writing notes to yourself is one of the finest ways to come to a deeper

understanding of your purpose. Here are some suggestions.Write to make sense of life

experiences. Write to learn as much as you can from all the challenges and the joys. Write



because words and ideas are fascinating. Write because exploring concepts is play. Write to

synthesize explorations and make them practical. Write to become the best version of yourself.

Write to inspire, motivate, comfort, facilitate, discover, communicate. In the process of seeking

empowerment, empower others. In this scratching, this making marks, encourage others to

make their own mark. Write to discover everything you (already deeply) know about your

purpose. It's waiting for you.Uncovering Your Purposeful BeginningsIn the classes I teach,

Writing Places and Wordshops, I often ask participants to write the story of their mythological

creation. Nearly every tribe and civilization that we can name has their own set of creation

myths. It explains their unique presence. The terrain. The history of the tribe. Creating your own

personal myth is a remarkable journey. It's digging into your purpose. Let me share my own

creation myth.“Entirely too hot!”“Entirely too high!”“By all our heads I swear this will turn sunset

to a crisp.”“Stop your murmuring and just complete your tasks!” Umbria chastised the rising

criticizers.“You don't think this fire is large enough already?”“You know size is irrelevant; it's the

density of the burn we always look for. Don't be stingy. I know you've not poured yours in

yet.”Vitae was embarrassed at being caught. She retreated to the wavy edges of the fire.

Appropriately corrected, she humbly reached into her boodle bag and pulled the bottled

essence for which she was named. As a single drop entered the fire the core flame leapt

higher than Vitae's tall head.“Only one drop?” Umbria asked.Shamed, again, this time by her

lack of generosity, Vitae poured lavishly—and stepped quickly back from the rising heat. Years

later this extra portion of vitality (for which Vitae could take credit) would sustain the breath of

this fiery spirit.Umbria kept her invitations flowing. She calculated on her fingers, “All right, yes!

Compassion, Intention, Chaos, Camaraderie, Intimacy, Loyalty, Vision . . . and had Creativity

come?” Oh, yes. Of course. She came in that silly disguise of hers that many mistake for

discipline. Now . . . oh, yes!She called out, “Calculation! Prosperity, Strength, and Well-being!

Come on. It's nearly time.”While it was somewhat unorthodox, the latecomers all came and

piled their offerings in the keeping of Strength—the intensity of the heat had become too much

for the rest of them.“Are we done yet?” Calculation inquired.“Almost,” she impatiently assured.

“Would somebody call for Attentiveness and Gentleness? I need them to add

something.”Umbria was still deciding what from her bag to bestow—balance or insight. It

seemed silly to contribute balance into a fire of this magnitude. The flames were licking the sun

and the clouds had begun to complain bitterly. Clearly the only choice they had was to begin a

deluge—which tempered the flames slightly. Thereafter this spirit would love all water,

especially walking in the rain.As Gentleness, at some personal peril, added her silken threads,

she heard, “Isn't it time yet?” in choired unison.Umbria gasped at the error of her own long

consideration. She knew such an overdue pause would forever compel the belly in which this

fire burned to be late. Such things happen. Perhaps insight would help. Umbria tossed her

slivers and shards of insight into the flames. In an instant the tower of heat was reduced to a

molten coal. Intention and Chaos grabbed the cradle and deftly slipped it under the newly

compressed ball of fire. Then they swung the crib back and forth while the others stood in a

circle. Following a familiar form they sang their ageless invitation. Soon they heard from the

other side of the world.“It's a girl, Mrs. Radmacher. Does she have a name?”“Yes, her father

and I will name her Mary Anne.”I was oblivious to the inquiry until second grade.“No! They are

my parents, not my grandparents.” I was certainly used to them as my parents. The last of my

grandparents had died when I was five, and I did not come to understand grief in regard to my

grandfather's passing. Only relief. He was described by the nonreligious members of my family

as some kind of “crazy bastard.” Perhaps even the religious family members found it within their

experience to levy the same charge against him.My curiosity pushed beyond its civil limit, I



finally asked, “Why? Why do you think they are my grandparents?”The answer was apparent to

all but me. “They are so old.”So old. So old. It was true. Amorous in their anticipation . . . I was

the twenty-fifth wedding anniversary celebration to Hawaii that my parents never took. Oddly, I

think my mother never really forgave my birth for cheating her of what would have been her first

time out of the Pacific Northwest. At least she chose to have me. She was receiving endless

unsolicited advice to have me aborted for the sake of her health. She was forty-four. She had a

history of miscarriages. Both of my parents insisted that when they married they wanted five

children. I would make the fifth, if I survived.And I did. Against a host of odds. My mother's

general health was challenged, and the two packs of cigarettes she smoked each day became

a challenge for me. It was mitigated, somewhat, by the two glasses of scotch on the rocks she

would imbibe before five. . . .Oh, what we didn't know then—in 1957—about fetal health and

the life-time effects of smoking and drinking while pregnant.The nine-month lounge act I

enjoyed in my mother's belly introduced me to a world bronchially challenged from the word go.

At nineteen months old I had a menu of illness offerings: scarlet fever, pneumonia, this and that

—the list eludes my accurate memory. Poor care added staph infection to the masterpiece of

illness, like a malicious single stroke of red across the painting.My oldest sister, a nursing

student, was home on a break, looked at me for ten seconds, and called the head of pediatrics

at Oregon's Health Sciences University. That call saved my life. I was immediately transferred.

Months later I was released from a group of loving people whom I had come to view as my

family.That hospital staff had posted twenty-four-hour volunteer duty with me as I was in

intensive care alone. Residents reviewed their reports aloud. Students read their textbooks to

me. Doctors and nurses read reports and children's stories. Doctors would poke their noses

into my room and ask me to repeat what had just been announced over the loudspeaker. I did

so, verbatim. This was more a developmental exercise for me than a neccessity for them. It

certainly was foundational to the way I listened to words.When I was placed in a normal room, I

wondered, at first, who the civilians were who were not dressed in scrub green or white, but

who visited me and seemed interested in my progress. I slowly sorted the details of my blood

relationship to these guests. This experience would serve as a lifelong habit of choosing my

own family, rather than simply accepting the bounds of family that blood dictates.At the going

away party, which the staff gave me, I was gifted with a yellow, soft, stuffed elephant. It was

made of the same kind of looping of which bedspreads were made. Like overstuffed tatting. I

don't know the word for the technique. Bedspreads of this sort are now considered

antiques.The elephant and I were inseparable. Yet in all the time I had it, I had no memory of

its source, its beginning place. I had, in fact, no recollection of my time in the hospital at all until

much later in my life, until the experience was fully informed by my older sister. The elephant

had simply always been with me; it traveled with me, slept with me. I frequently ventured out of

doors with that elephant, and it had its own place in my favorite tree. I would jam it under my

shirt as I shimmied up the trunk and then place it on its perch where it could view the world

along with me. In my memory, its name was the force of its comforting presence, and while I

must have called it something, I do not remember giving it a name.I knew none of the above

hospital details until my oldest sister visited me for the fourth time in her life—the first being

that visit of which I have just written, the second being my mother's funeral, the third being the

visit to officially determine the level of dementia visited upon my father's mind by Alzheimer's

disease, and the fourth being a few years ago. It was on that fourth visit that I thanked her for

all the stories she read to me when I was a wee lass. I had, for decades, attributed my

vocabulary and love of books to my oldest sister whom I recalled read to me incessantly when

I was a toddler.“No,” she confessed, “it was not me.” And then she spun the tale of my illness,



my life hanging in a balance for months. The story captivated me, and suddenly made so many

nonsensical things about me make sense (things like my precocious vocabulary, my love of

new words, my habit of repeating phrases verbatim, and so on). It also disappointed me. How

could I have gone through over forty years without anyone telling me such a significant thing

about my own life? I asked her.“I guess no one thought it was important that you should know”

she answered. Ah, the odd bits of information families choose to keep from each other.I don't

recall taking my elephant to school, except maybe for show and tell. When I was in fourth

grade, my brother left his electric blanket on, crumpled. An electric blanket on an unmade bed

in a tinder box of a messy room. A room just across the hall from mine.The house burned from

the roof through to the structure of the second floor. Everything I owned—my art, my writings,

all my origami paper brought to me from Japan by my third grade teacher, my clothes—burned.

I wept only for one thing. The yellow elephant.That summer was the only summer my father

took me anywhere in the city. He bought a pass to the Portland Zoo. The pass came with a zoo

key. The story would be more tidy if the color of the key was yellow. The key was red. Each

display had a prerecorded message about the animals, their native habitat, their eating habits.

One listened to these messages by inserting the zoo key. The red elephant. My father took me

to the zoo a number of times that summer. He should have been sleeping, for he was a

graveyard-shift manager at a heavy equipment manufacturing plant. Trying to object to my

making a single dart to the elephant exhibit by asserting there were all kinds of things we could

see—he finally succumbed.My last visit might still be remembered to this day by the adults that

were there. Packy was my favorite elephant, my favorite creature in this structure of fences and

yards and pens. I'd participated in a contest to name him. My name, which I cannot recall, was

not chosen. But still, Packy was my favorite.I was aware of murmurs from the crowd around me.

Only in retrospect do I know they were saying things such as, “It's like they're speaking to each

other,” and “Look, that elephant is just staring right at that little girl.”I reached my hands out

over the rails, my little body splayed over the double metal railing, my dad holding on to my feet

so that I would not go sliding down the cement cliff lining the elephants' area.Packy raised

himself up on this hind feet, his trunk seemed to fly in the air like a restrained bird. And he

called to me. A resonant trumpet of a call. And then he thundered himself down and, to the

amazement of everyone but me, Packy kneeled. His great, soft, leathery, tree-trunk-like legs

bent, and that creature bowed to me.I bowed back as well as I could manage. In much the

same way it did not occur to me to think of my parents as old, it did not seem to me that this

exchange was in any way odd.The elephant rose, turned, and disappeared in the interior of the

elephant's complex. My dad gently tugged my feet and slid me back over the bars and helped

me to the ground. The crowd's tongues were murmuring. My father and I did not speak of it.

Not then. Not ever.“Let's go home, Sissy,” he said.We never went back.Live with IntentionAfter

being in town a few short weeks, it seemed like Frankie had been in the community for a long

time. As if she were exactly where she belonged. And she would tell anybody she was.A

mother who adored her grown children who had children of their own, she was ready for a

different kind of life. A lighter life. Without so much “stuff” and only obligations that she would

choose, even on a sunny day. This is the life she had created for herself in this small seaside

community.I enjoyed a connection with Frankie. While we were decades apart, we shared

some fundamental views, among them, a commitment to the environment. When I started

working on energy alternatives as a means to oppose oil leases off the coasts of Oregon and

Washington, Frankie jumped right in. She loved that I was working to create solutions, not

simply saying no to oil development off our coast. We worked together as volunteers for several

years.Frankie was a remarkable asset in any meeting. She listened attentively, and when she



spoke it was to say the hard thing. She let other people say the easy things. She saved her

voice for the truths that everyone knew but didn't have the nerve to say. Frankie was never

short on nerve. When I'd thank her she'd brush it off and just say, “Ah, the truth is the truth.

Some folks just have a hard time wrapping their lips around it.”Not Frankie.That is, not until the

truth was about her health.She started missing meetings, making commitments to activities

and then not showing up. I called her because this was not her style and I was suspicious. She

brushed off the concern saying she was just tired. I pressed her and continued to press until

she finally went to the doctor.In a playful but dreadfully dark way Frankie let me know she'd

never be taking my advice again. If I hadn't forced her to see a doctor she'd be blissfully waking

to happy days. But since I'd sent her into the arms of medical bad news, now she had six

months, maybe, to live—and pancreatic cancer to deal with. “No more insistent suggestions

from you!”Awful. Awful news. Well, as testing progressed the news got worse. Frankie was now

speaking of weeks, not months. Characteristic of her philosophy of retired life, she wanted to

die simply, without a lot of stuff and only obligations to which she was most committed. She

gathered a rather small circle of associates. I was among them. She laid down the rules in her

fashion—truthfully and without qualification. She had just a few rules:“One. No assholes

allowed. I've put up with them all my life. Now that I'm dying, I don't have to. So if somebody

comes and they're an asshole, I'm not spending my dying breath on them. You can tell them

anything you want. Just don't bring them to me.“Two. I get to listen to whatever I want. That

means the music I want. Or quiet. And when I want to listen to quiet it means I don't want to

talk to you, either. Nothing personal; I just want quiet.“Three. I get to eat whatever I want. If I

want it and we don't have it—you'll do your best to get it. If you can't, I'll understand. But I'd love

for you to try. And, also, if I don't want to eat, you won't make me. None of the ‘it's good for you’

business. I'm telling you right now what's good for me.”People could sign on under Frankie's

rules or not. She made it very clear it was her party. I was in the rotation several times in those

last days. Toward the end I had to lie close to Frankie because she had little breath to put

behind her words. Mostly she talked and I listened.She asked me to promise her something.

She said she knew I'd keep writing and sharing my thoughts with the world. She asked me to

remind people of something they should know but kept forgetting. And, while I initially

disagreed with Frankie's advice, I came to understand the spirit of it: I can either direct the

winds of my history to blow and fill my sails toward a certain course—or, I can allow it to just

steer me all over the map. I came to realize that Frankie was suggesting that we can negotiate

with our history; come to a creative agreement and then move on with our lives, trimming our

own sails in a chosen direction.Frankie believed that we're responsible for our own memories.

That responsibility goes in two ways. First, if you had a childhood for which you did not much

care . . . make up a new one. That's why you have an imagination. Just tell yourself a new story

—a story that keeps you from living in the past and being bitter. Do what it takes to be happy

with your history. And secondly, be responsible today for the history you are creating. Ask

yourself how it is you want to remember this specific thing and then do your best to bring about

those memories. In a great difficulty or a perplexing moment, it's a tool of perspective to pause

and ask yourself, “How do I want to remember this?” It sings of personal responsibility and the

kind of accountability that makes a big person.I told Frankie I would do it. That I would remind

people as often as I had the opportunity. And I have with City Year in Little Rock, Arkansas, a

volunteer domestic service program started by President Clinton, as well as with computer

marketing professionals in Portland, Oregon, and folks in every spot I've visited and given a

speech. Now, I'm telling you the story. I promised and I've kept my promise. And in tough spots

I clarify for myself by asking, “How is it I would most like to remember this?”On the day of



Frankie's memorial service, much of that small community shut down. I had my memorial

service right next to Frankie and her failing breath. The day of her service I stayed home and

memorialized her in my own way. Yes, I cried. And yes, I asked myself how I would like to

remember the day of her memorial. I wanted to define the lessons I'd learned by living by

Frankie as she died. That day I wrote the text, which has grown into the version that I use

today. I wrote:live with intention.walk to the edge.listen hard.laugh.play with abandon.practice

wellness.continue to learn.appreciate your friends.choose with no regret.do what you love.live

as if this is all there is.She did. And I aspire to.Over the years this text has appeared through

my company in posters in people's offices, homes, school rooms, and lockers. It's on websites

and has been featured in newspapers and city mission statements, read at memorial services,

and used in graduation speeches. Here is the most recent incarnation of the text:live with

intention.walk to the edge.listen hard. play with abandon.practice wellness. laugh. risk

love.continue to learn. appreciate your friends.choose with no regret.fail with enthusiasm.stand

by your family.celebrate the holidays that make sense.lead or follow a leader. do what you

love.live as if this is all there is.Richard Kesler, a MacGyver kind of man to whom I gave my

father's pocketknife—because he knew so many helpful things to do with it and because he is

a father figure to so many kids—has a different view toward his history. He never rewrites his

history. He turns his experiences into types of tales, or parables, so that he and others might

continue to learn from them. He explains his telling of his own history in this way: “It's not a

scar, it's a story.”

Live Your Best Story: 365 Ways to Ponder Your Days (iDecide365), Move The Body, Heal The

Mind: Overcome Anxiety, Depression, and Dementia and Improve Focus, Creativity, and Sleep,

Geninne's Art: Birds in Watercolor, Collage, and Ink: A field guide to art techniques and

observing in the wild, Quick Calm: Easy Meditations to Short-Circuit Stress Using Mindfulness

and Neuroscience, Seeking Wisdom: A Spiritual Path to Creative Connection (A Six-Week

Artist's Way Program), Life Glows On: Reconnecting With Your Creativity to Make the Rest of

Your Life the Best of Your Life (It's Never Too Late to Shine On), The Gratitude Diaries: How a

Year Looking on the Bright Side Can Transform Your Life, Attitudes of Gratitude: How to Give

and Receive Joy Every Day of Your Life, The Art of Aliveness: A Creative Return to What

Matters Most, 100 Simple Things You Can Do to Prevent Alzheimer's and Age-Related

Memory Loss, Perceiving Purpose: Transformation from Self-Examination, The Creative Cure:

How Finding and Freeing Your Inner Artist Can Heal Your Life, Bowl: Vegetarian Recipes for

Ramen, Pho, Bibimbap, Dumplings, and Other One-Dish Meals

calbers, “A great book for living fully and completely from the heart.. Full Disclosure: I have

owned this book since it first published in 2007. As you can see by the picture, it is ripe with

bookmarks. That’s how much wisdom I found and how often Mary Anne’s words spoke to me.

It is one of those books that I find myself returning to. I love that it has been released a second

time giving me the opportunity to put the new release on my Kindle. Now, it can travel with me

and travel with you it will. Mary Anne has a way of lovingly sharing wisdom that touches you in

the deepest of places. I decided to quote from my first bookmark “Write to make sense of life

experiences. Write to learn as much as you can from all the challenges and the joys. Write

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/LQlWa/Lean-Forward-Into-Your-Life-Listen-Hard-Live-with-Intention-and-Play-with-Abandon


because words and ideas are fascinating.” Whatever your dream or desire “Lean Forward” will

inspire you and provide ideas and a special place for your vision of yourself to expand and

grow. P.S. Love the new cover!”

Pamala A. Thiede, “"Lean Forward" touches the very center of my heart.. Each time I pick up

anything written by Mary Anne Radmacher I know I am in for a treat. This book is no

exception. She has been described as an artist who is able to look into your soul and interpret

your deepest thoughts and feelings with poetic mastery. She reaches my heart. I find myself

centered after reading a paragraph, a page or a chapter.We only have one life. The days go by

whether we cherish it or not. Lean Forward Into Your Life is apt advice for each of us. I will

read this book again and again.  And I will buy it for all of my dearest friends.”

CHiggins, “Mary Anne is truly a wonderful writer. She touch's on things that you yearn .... I

have owned this book for years,yet every time I read it I pick up something new. Promise and

possibility, hope and a new way of thinking, intention and focus are all things I take away here.

Live with Intention is a poem from the book which has graced my desk at work for a long time.

It reminds me every day that my life is what I make it. Mary Anne is truly a wonderful writer.

She touch's on things that you yearn for and aren't even sure what it is you are yearning for,

until you read her words. This is a read you won't regret.”

T. Vitale, “I find this book like multiple way signs. On the back of this book it says: "Live as if

this is all there is." And because this IS all there is, and because sometimes we still get lost

along the way, I find this book like multiple way signs, at forks and turns and switchbacks. This

is one of only a handful of books that I own that is more underlined (bright colors, pencil,

highlighters) than not because every single time I pick it up it meets me where I am. It's a go-to

night stand book for me!  And it doesn't hurt that the writing is just lovely.”

S. Uzelac, “Five Stars. Ideal advise.”

Ellen Lambert, “Graduation Gift Perfect!. If you have a loved one graduating from high school

or college, your search for the perfect gift is over. Consider this the pocket guide to living a

grand life. Practical homespun wisdom that matters. Ideal too for loved ones launching a

business or other adventure or relaunching a love or career. I like to keep a couple of copies

on hand to share as special encouragement. Chock-full of sage counsel and just a modicum of

magic! Be sure to pick up a copy for yourself.”

Jean M, “Reading the words is like having Mary Anne sit across from you and engage .... I am

reading this book for the second time and savoring each section, taking time to journal about

my own life as I take in the wisdom found on the pages. Reading the words is like having Mary

Anne sit across from you and engage you in thoughtful conversation. Think of all the things

you lean in for. It's usually the good stuff. Things you don't want to miss! So pick up this book

and lean right into it.  You won't be disappointed.”

A E, “Leaning forward into my life more fully!. At the beginning of this book, Mary Anne

Radmacher shares a few thoughts that changed my day-to-day perspective on living my life -

and that was just the beginning of this book! The imagery comes alive and I find myself

savoring each chapter. Her writing is art, and reading one of her books is a full sensory

experience. I find myself reading one chapter of Lean Forward at a time and just savoring the



words for a few days, before moving on to the next chapter.”

The book by Mary Anne Radmacher has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 27 people have provided

feedback.
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